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Question
1
Do you use POBSEraser.exe to remove the POBS Tables?

Presented by: Bill Owczarczak
Answer

We have included a Tech Tip on how to manually remove the
POBS Tables from P6. It is also an option in XER Tool Kit as
shown in the presentation. There is an Installer Program
available from Ron Winter Consulting LLC at the following
link.
http://scheduleanalyzer.com/sae_p_POBS.htm
XER is the most common file format. XML format gives you a
greater ability to filter out Project and Global level
information. Below is a link from a tech tip, showing the
differences. http://www.drmcnatty.com/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/2012/11/Import-Configurations.pdf

2

I have heard a lot of concerns about using XML Files for transferring
schedules, and that XER files are more trusted. Can you comment on
both versions or which one is better?

3

Spell Check was removed from earlier versions of P6, when was it reintroduced?

http://www.drmcnatty.com/wordpress/wpWe can go all the way back in versions to P6 6.2 and spell
check is available in all versions up to 16.1. To find Spell
Check use the Edit Drop down menu or Hot Key-F7.

4

Can you show the Relationship Type and Lag in the Graphical Area of
the Activity Network in P6, similar to what we could do in P3?

No, that is not available in the Activity Network View.

5

What happened to the P6 standard layout for Multiple Float Paths? Is it Out of the Box, it's not available in layout or the reports tab.
located somewhere else?
You will have to create that report/layout manually.

6

What happened to the P6 standard Predecessor/Successor Report? Is it That report would have to created manually.
still available or does the report need to be recreated manually?

7

What version of P6 was Schedule Check tool first available in? I am
running P6 Pro w/EPPM on v7.0.

The Schedule Check tool was introduced in P6 EPPM 8.0. The
tool is only available for use in EPPM. It is not a component of
Professional.

8

I thought POBS Files issue was cleaned up in P6 15.2. Can you explain?

9

Can you demonstrate how to bring in a Microsoft Project file into P6?

The POBS Tables issue was removed as part of Release 15.2,
but only on new installs. If your systems were
migrated/upgraded from an earlier version, you could still
have POBS issues.
Yes.
This item can be discussed further if you would like to contact
us directly. There could be a direct impact depending on what
version of MSP you are using verses the version of P6. A lot
has to do with file types. We usually recommend MSP XML
Files for importing. P6 only supports XML and MPX Project
files.

